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     Save The Crumbs is an independent ‘zine written, designed, 
assembled and distributed by a handful of people in Mankato. We 

started this publication because we felt the spirit of “do it yourself” was 
lacking in Mankato and the surrounding areas.

     Save The Crumbs is a collection of writings, musings, opinions, 
reviews, observations, artwork, and basically anything we want to print. 

Save The Crumbs is the true spirit of D.I.Y.
     No corporate advertisements. No corporate pressure. No creativity-

stifling forces. No The Man.
     So, grab a copy of this thing and show it to your friends. Lend it to 
people. Make copies of it at your place of employment. Get the word 

out. Be inspired. Make your own ‘zine!
     If you have any questions, comments, advice, or want to submit 

something… send e-mail to savethecrumbs@gmail.com.
     If you can’t secure your own copy of this issue, go to 

www.savethecrumbs.com for online versions of every issue. 
Also, don’t forget to join us on Facebook and Twitter.
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Allen Tesch, Dan Urlick



The Indian Strange of 
the New Jersey Manlet

by Allen Tesch

The Indian Strange of the New Jersey Manlet.

Ninety pounds of hoop earrings and hair. 

Has a theory of life involving knowing people and circles. 

Twenty-nine years old, feels twenty-one. 

Says too old to go on like this, running with strange men. 

Broken-hearted over someone. 

It’s all circles. And life. And wanting to be known. 

When her friends pick her up she’ll get some food. 

Indian Strange of the New Jersey Manlet.

Waiting patiently on the front stairs. 

To continue her circles and be known. 



    Teen Witch                Teen Wolf

Who Would Win In A Fight?

Strength - 7
Intelligence - 6

Energy Projection - 4
Stamina - 7
Agility - 8

Durability - 7
Speed - 8

Strength - 3
Intelligence - 8

Energy Projection - 9
Stamina - 4
Agility - 5

Durability - 5
Speed - 4

Teen Witch Attributes: 
A 16-year-old girl who descends from Salem witches, stars in a 

film of the same name, good friends with Zelda Rubinstein, owns 
an amulet that gives her magic powers, has a sidekick named Polly 
who’s an expert in the art of freestyle rap, on a never-ending quest 

to be the most popular girl, rumored to “like boys”

Teen Wolf Attributes: 
A 17-year-old boy who descends from a family of werewolves, 
stars in a film of the same name, unstoppable on the basketball 

court, good friends with Rupert “Stiles” Stilinski, looks good in a 
headband, cousins with Jason Bateman, owner of The Wolfmobile, 

no affiliation with shitty MTV show of the same name

vs.  



All Stop
by Gordon Purkis

Somewhere the brakes were applied,
the squeaking doors opened up

and we stepped off the bus.

We didn’t look back to see if anyone
was looking.





Tales That Witness 
Madness (1973)
A.J. Hakari
     Anthology horror flicks are 
easy to make but excruciating to 
get right. It’s rare that one of these 
endeavors ever comes across as 
anything but a 90-minute clearing 
house for paper-thin campfire 
stories that couldn’t make it as 
feature films. So often do these 
movies make folks go, “That’s 
it?” — and Tales That Witness 
Madness is no different. It’s one of 
the sloppiest examples of its kind 
that I’ve seen yet, with a weak 
line-up of vignettes that don’t 
come close to leaving a frightful 
impression and an even lazier 
conceit that tries in vain to tie them 
all together. There really is nothing to Tales That Witness Madness, 
a product content to coast by on clichés and without imparting any 
wicked flourishes with which viewers can delight themselves.
     Somewhere in England lies an ultra-modern, chrome-encrusted 
asylum, where a curious doctor (Donald Pleasence) presides over a 
rather strange roster of patients. Four of them have especially bizarre 
incidents to recount, which the doc attempts to convince a colleague 
(Jack Hawkins) are completely true. First up to bat is Paul (Russell 
Lewis), a little boy whose imaginary tiger friend is more real than 
his quarreling parents think. Next is an antique store owner (Peter 
McEnery) who inherits a treasure trove of old joke, only to be forced 
by a strange old painting to travel back in time. Joan Collins stars in 
the third segment as a woman who finds herself battling a humanoid 
tree stump for her husband’s affections (just roll with it). Last up is 
top-billed Kim Novak, who plays a publicity agent dead set on wooing 



her dashing client…unaware of his nefarious designs on her daughter.
     The problem with Tales That Witness Madness is that everything’s 
been way too compacted, starting with the framing story. Remember 
how Tales from the Crypt had condemned souls being shown their 
past misdeeds, or how Asylum had the added mystery of which 
raving lunatic had once ran the hospital? Well, this movie literally 
has Pleasence’s character talking to some other guy about some crazy 
people — that’s all. Let this set the tone for the amount of ambition 
you can expect out of Tales That Witness Madness. It isn’t enough 
that each of the segments can be sufficiently summarized in a single 
sentence; they also put forth the bare minimum of effort towards being 
unique and original. Okay, the one with the guy who falls for a tree is 
pretty out-there, but like the other stories, its conclusion is painfully 
foregone, having nothing to offer but a “shocking” ending that even 
the least savvy of horror buffs can anticipate a mile away.
     Before I lay into Tales That Witness Madness any further, let me 
accentuate what positives the film can claim. Though all the shorts 
are empty and disappointing to some degree, the highlight would 
probably have to be the one that kicks things off, with the boy and 
the incorporeal carnivore he calls pal. It comes the closest to escaping 
the confines of its brief running time, playing out as a tragic domestic 
drama that results in supernatural consequences. Again, the tree love 
triangle story gets bonus points for originality, and Kim Novak has a 
ball hamming it up as an aging beauty in the final vignette. Other than 
that, all of our tales are pretty much in the same boat, featuring mostly 
forgettable acting and predictable finales borrowed from whatever 
Amicus didn’t want. Memorably macabre imagery is scarce (if 
you’re waiting to see what happens in that poster in the movie, don’t 
hold your breath), replaced by lame stabs at humor and the pulse-
quickening capabilities of a 4-H Halloween lock-in.
     I have to admit that coming up with five paragraphs of material in 
which to kvetch about Tales That Witness Madness was an unexpected 
challenge. One is almost infected by the film’s own laziness, seeing the 
lack of imagination put into making it and being compelled to reply 
with an equally apathetic, shoulder-shrugging response. I guess I don’t 
totally hate the flick (if anything, it at least looks really good), but 
Tales That Witness Madness is still one of the most sluggish tomes of 
deadtime stories I’ve ever flipped through.



Remeber the Days of Fist 
Fights and Switchblades? 
by Jack Kolars
     When the latest mass shooting happened at the US Navy yard in 
Washington DC on September 16, I heard the head trauma doctor 
at the local hospital say…and we quote…”When I was growing 
up we got into fist fights to settle our differences, we didn’t shoot 
people to death.”
     What a statement…and one that many folks believe in.  Lock, 
stock and barrel.  And no, not a gun barrel.
     Yes, the shooting by the 34 year old man at the US Naval Yard 
spurred the gun debate again in the United States.  Until the federal 
government shut down.  And why shouldn’t it?
     Many people think there are still too damn many guns in this 
country being used by either nut cases or people who want to make 
a name for themself, or somebody who had sand kicked in their 
face as a 98 pound weakling.
     Because if you have a loaded gun….you are big man on campus, 
at an elementary school, at a high school, at a theater, at a church or 
at a US Naval yard.  If you are locked and loaded…..you are king 
in today’s America.  And you have the assortment of the National 
Rifle Association and bought politicians to protect you to be able 
to load and carry…and if you desire…wipe out a whole bunch of 
folks.  All in the name of the Second Amendment.  Really?  Really.
     Back when I was a kid there were fellow classmates who 
brought their shotguns to school in their pickups, but they were 
kept there…in the pickup…to go shooting pheasant or duck during 
those hunting seasons.   Not to pop off some guy who talked to 
your girlfriend.
     Back in my day, those types of arguments were settled by a fist 
fight or a wrestling match.  No firearms were needed.  It was mano 
a mano…or sometimes…womano a womano…depending on the 
situation.



     Not one of my classmates was shot to death during high school.  
There were a lot of bloody noses from fist fights….but no bloody 
corpses riddled by high powered bullets.
     When the head trauma doctor at the Washington DC hospital….
a woman about 55 years old was talking about the shooting at the 
naval yard she said….”Why is this happening in America?  I would 
rather we end this kind of violence so we can close our trauma 
center at the hospital.”  End quote.
     Imagine that…closing trauma centers in Washington DC and 
across the nation where bullet wound victims are treated.  The only 
way for that dream to happen is for more fist fights and few or NO 
firearms…in the hands of dangerous people.
     And Americans with a conscience instead of a machine gun.  Oh 
we can dream.  



Antirival
by Britta Moline
     For the horror 
aficionado, the 
name Cronenberg 
is venerated (or 
despised—if you’re 
Robin Wood) and 
held in its own 
unique realm as 
the nearly sole 
master of the 
venereal body horror. That exclusivity is what drew me 
first to Antiviral, which caused waves in the body horror 
community when the trailer was revealed to be the work 
of Brandon Cronenberg—the king’s son.
“Venereal” is a good word for Antiviral, which begins 
with a disease dealer selling the herpes simplex virus, 
previously carried by a movie starlet, to a devoted 
fan. “It continues to live on in the cells of it’s host,” he 
promises, as a pseudo-romantic sales pitch, “For the 
rest of their life.”
     The premise/promise is simple—celebrity culture 
and consumption, taken to the extreme. In a future 
where diseases and viruses caught by celebrities are 
sold for a premium to devoted fans and bug collecting 
connoisseurs, competing virus companies patent 
their products and vie for A-list clientele. Celebrity 
steaks—the cultured muscle cells from celebrity tissue 
samples– are sold at deli counters, and a celebrity death 
or scandal causes a rush on the product for barbecues. 
Celebrity skin cells are cultured and sold, to be 
grafted onto the fan’s body, which even hyper-rational 
psychiatrist (legendary Malcolm MacDowell) describes as 



a religious experience.
Our anti-hero, Syd March, works one of the largest 
celebrity virus clinics, which owns the exclusive 
copyrights to viruses carried by blonde bombshell 
Hannah Geist. The words “unhealthy obsession” would 
probably sound contrived here, but it’s what begins 
to develop, as Syd pirates stolen diseases to resell on 
the black market and, finally, steals a mutated disease 
exclusive to his idol and injects himself with it.
     What follows is a twisted story of sick, hallucinatory 
imagery, capitalist extremes, and disease sexual 
politics, as the line between celebrity and product is 
explored, crossed, and, finally, erased. “The afterlife is 
getting extremely perverse,” a celebrity butcher intones, 
invoking the immortal Henrietta Lacks, whose real-life 
cancer cells are still multiplying all over the world.
     Antiviral combines the best of David Cronenberg—
think the hallucinations of Videodrome, the body politic 
of The Fly, and the sterility of Dead Ringers—with an 
antiseptic visual style akin to 2001: A Space Odyssey. 
All of this is combined lovingly and twisted with a flair 
and faint humor all Brandon Cronenberg’s own. The 
ethereal, sickly Caleb Landry Jones is perfectly cast 
in the film, his androgynous beauty set off the classic 
Monroe-esque Sarah Gadon, as Geist.
     The message may not exactly be subtle, but 
neither was papa Cronenberg’s oeuvre, and there are 
a number of satisfying threads woven throughout the 
film, which never becomes stale or predictable. The 
film is visceral and, while lacking the dirty grit of the 
elder Cronenberg’s early work, it still feels pleasantly 
authentic in a time of sanitized thrillers.
Unique, aesthetically stunning, and thought-provoking, 
Antiviral proves a welcome introduction to, hopefully, a 
new Venereal Horror Master.
 
Antiviral is currently streaming on Netflix Instant.



Sakatah is Bak!
by Dan Urlick
     I busted away on a late September, Wednesday afternoon to 
celebrate passing the halfway mark. A midweek ride never feels quite 
as free as one taken on the weekend, but at least the view gets better 
somewhere around the top of the hump.
     The afternoon forecast said simply awesome so I threw the Raleigh 
on the rack before my travelling job took me to Waseca that morning.  
After work I turned north up Highway 13 for the 10 minute drive to 
Watertown, Minn.
     Aqua city is a quaint little lake town (population >2,000) 
positioned right at the shores of Sakatah Lake, and at the heart of 
Sakatah Singing Hills Bike Trail. I haven’t ridden Sakatah in several 
years and there’s a reason for that:  My last visit found the old state 
trail was mostly in a state of disrepair.
     Sakatah’s 39 mile path is one of the original successes of 
Minnesota’s conservation effort known as the “Rails to Trails” 
program, which usually works pretty well, but not in Sakatah’s case. 
Over time the railroad tie pattern stamped into the ground after 
decades spent supporting millions of tons of locomotive, bled to the 
surface and molded the cracking black top into a washboard pattern, 
aggressive enough to skip the CD player as I bounced along. This is 
not only a testament to how rough the trail was, but how long it’s been 
since I’ve ridden Sakatah—I was still using a CD player.
     When I arrived at the trailhead in Watertown there was a quaint 
bike shop occupying the building which used to house a coffee shop. 
I consider that an even trade so I stopped in and met Linda, BW’s 
Bikes’ friendly owner.
     “Which direction are you heading?” she inquired.
     “East to Faribault,” I answered.
     “They’ve just finished repaving that section,” Linda said.
     “Really? That’s good news,” I replied, strolling around the neatly 
kept shop.
     “Have a nice ride,” she said as we parted ways at the door amidst a 
swarm of hovering wasps.



     “That’s the only kind there is,” I mused, hurrying past the pests.
     Linda was right; the trail was in fantastic shape, smooth and a 
couple feet wider than before. Through the thick corridor walls of 
greenery, images of the lake fluttered in the periphery as I opened sail 
and cut the wind like the captain of the Oracle.
     For those who don’t understand the value of riding a nice long 
trail vs. road biking, let me explain: The trail is the only place you 
can let your guard down and your mind go. On the road you must 
keep a majority of your focus on traffic. If you let your attention 
sway, the result could be fatal. On the trail, all you really need to do 
is remember to keep right (apparently for some folks this is still too 
much).  The safety of an open path gives your mind the freedom to 
set sail way out to sea and the experience doesn’t feel like exercise so 
much as it does… a regatta.
     There is another negative to Sakatah and that’s this leg’s proximity 
to the always noisy highway 60.  While it’s a problem that is easily 
remedied with a decent set of ear buds, vehicle noise is still a 
nuisance. 
     Those in Mower County who’ve been tasked with routing the 
Shooting Star Trail from Rose Creek to Austin (and I hail your efforts) 
should note: Please take whatever steps are necessary to get as far 
away from Highway 56 as possible. In Sakatah’s case, the highway’s 
unfortunate presence to the south is easily balanced by the view of 
Sakatah and Cannon Lakes to the north, but there are no such lakes 
between A-Town and Guns N’ Roses Creek, just straight up cornfield.
     Sakatah is off the ‘D’ and back on my ‘B’ list, beautiful but 
imperfect… like so many of us.
     Thanks for sailing along.
     Traffic Tip: Chugging uphill? Remember:  Other riders travelling 
downhill may be approaching rapidly. Don’t kill their buzz by 
obstructing both lanes.

See more “Bike Rides” columns and photos 
from Sakatah at dansbikerides.com

Hear Bike Rides Fridays on 
KMSU 89.7-FM at 1:00 pm.



Hosted by Dustin Wilmes and Juston “Ton” Cline, 
The Five Count has been Mankato’s favorite radio 
show since 2004. The show features an exciting 

combination of unique music, exclusive celebrity 
interviews, and nonsense.

Past guests include: John C. Reilly, Henry Rollins, 
Melissa Joan Hart, “Weird Al” Yankovic, Les Claypool, 
Harry Shearer, Crispin Glover, E.G. Daily, Buddy Guy, 
Jesse “The Body” Ventura, Kyle Gass, Ted Nugent, 
Ron Jeremy, Jaleel “Urkel” White, and many more.

The FIVE COUNT
Hear it Saturdays at 10 p.m. on 

KMSU 89.7 FM-Mankato, 
KMSK 91.3 FM-Austin, 

and www.thefivecount.com.

Find hundreds of episodes at www.thefivecount.com



The Good Things
by Ashley Poole

When I grow older, I will be into the good things
Not beer, tattoo sleeves, and broken dreams.

I will sit by the fire and sip a glass of wine
And listen to talk radio all of the time.
I don’t want to be a dreamer anymore.

I will appreciate fine art
And won’t interrupt.

I will be discreet and sexual- 
not a slut.

I won’t have a Harley
Or a tattooed man with flowing hair

Just a mediocre lover in a tailored suit
With a leather briefcase and time share.

I’ll enjoy gardens
And have a nanny for my children.

I’ll be so god-damned contemporary
you won’t even know me.

I don’t want to be a dreamer anymore.
So maybe all this poetry 

And scribbling
And filthy things

Do not make up what I probably should be.
When I do not love a well-played sleeve

Or a long haired gentleman with too much self 
esteem,

I will let you know how I turn out to be 
When I am not a dreamer anymore.



Photos: 
Above: “Shabart’s Light” by Chelsea Miller

Below: “Home” by Juston Cline



Photos: 
Above: “Pumpkinhead” by Ashley Birk

Below: “Fisherman’s Wharf” by Terrie Iverson
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